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How is this achieved? Modern offices are busy, often cramped, places to work. By engineering 
clever solutions such as instant access to cable trays and power sockets, more time is spent actually 
working rather than crawling under desks pulling at wires. Incredibly strong toolbar screens also allow for 
multiple monitor systems which have become increasingly popular in recent years; our screens are one 
of the strongest in the industry and can withstand years of commercial use. Don’t just take our word for it,  
full FIRA accreditation proves our claims are backed by an industry-recognised body.

Improve productivity in your workplace

The new Evolution bench desk combines clean lines with endless functionality, 
whilst  providing a stable platform that allows users to concentrate on their 
work. What does this mean for you? It’s simple - buying a system that 
increases workflow and improves efficiency, saves money.
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What makes Evolution better?
• The ability to create unique products because of our limitless choice of colour       
   - perfect for matching corporate branded colours
• Flexibility without the high costs associated with bespoke furniture
• Strength of screen allows for multiple monitor stations
• Adheres to latest British Standards - reducing the risks associated with long          
   term computer use

Making a product that will pass the test of time can be challenging when office environments are 
constantly changing, luckily the Evolution bench is great for retrofitting additional desking, screens and accessories. 
To keep your office looking fresh and visually stimulating for employees, why not pick contrasting colours on metal 
parts. Alternatively it is just as easy to adopt a traditional looking office by picking grained woods with darker metal 
finishes. Whatever you’re looking for, we have it covered.
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A wide range of accessories complement the Evolution range, from cable spines to paper 
trays, hotboxes to stationery trays. Screens are also available to separate users sitting at either side, making for a 
completely segregated and private work space if needed. This can work perfectly in call centre environments when 
high-noise atmospheres can disrupt efficiency. All office requirements are catered for, allowing workflow to move 
from one job to the next with minimum disturbance.

• Manufactured in the UK
• 10 year guarantee
• FIRA certified product
• Instant access to cable tray / power sockets
• Heavy-duty toolbar screen
• Accessories / side partitions available and can be retrofitted




